Comprehensive literature searching involves capturing the key literature
about a topic so that you can synthesize it and learn about key trends and
gaps in particular subject areas.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the digital revolution, conducing a research project using information that other
people have stored is more or less the same kind of activity as it was before.
You the researcher, you seek materials relevant to your project.
We the librarians we facilitate access to the information but we do not really know your
problem.
There are pros and cons for both physical and digital materials: online resources are
incredibly fast for some tasks, but they are sometimes low in quality standards ; physical
sources are usually of high quality but some kinds of searches are impossible within them.
Given this, it is no surprise that good scholars shift back and forth between physical
and electronic tools all the time. So you must get used to functioning in both
worlds.
Finding materials is much the same whether the materials are found in the library or on the
internet.
You need to decide which material to use and what to make out of it. The problems
and issues are the same whether you are working online or in a library, whether your paper
is for a space policy or an engineering assignment. In all these situations you are
assembling parts and pieces of found information into an argument, and you are
creating a document of found information into an argument and need document to
support that argument.
The question is how to find this
information but mostly it is to know
what to look for.
Doing literature research is not a
linear journey but more a journey in
circles. Each bit of research will reset
your questions. Then the new
questions will lead to new research,
which will recast your questions, which
would…. And so on!
Now you will hear from some people
that doing literature research is easier
than ever. I don’t need to tell you that this is nonsense. You know from experience that
doing research is confusing and it has always been. Doing research is even more difficult
because internet does not have clear standards and the overload of information is worse.
Scholarly resources (also referred to as academic, peer-reviewed, or refereed) are
written by experts in a particular field and serve to keep others interested in that
field up to date on the most recent research, findings, and news. These resources
will provide the most substantial information for your research and papers.

1. The research process -- Preliminary phase
1.1 Clarify your project
What are you exactly looking for?
Define your search question and the context of your work. This step reduces the
amount of time spent through irrelevant results and papers. Define how many times you
have and get to know what kind of work you should provide. Do you work alone or in
groups? Who will do what? Where is the information you need?
What is the topic of your research?


Example: Moon sample and data return

Establish which aspect of that topic you are particularly interested in:


Example: protection

State your topic as a question


Example: Methods to avoid biological contamination of Moon samples?

TIP: Reading a general text or doing some browsing on the Internet can be a helpful way of
clarifying your thoughts at this stage, and picking exactly what you want to research.
Focusing at an early stage is a good idea, as it helps you get an idea of how much
information is out there. You can always re-focus your question later if you find too little or
too much information about your topic.
1.2 Develop research questions
Understanding your topic also means to define the pieces of your puzzle
and what information you need. You need some focused research
questions: 1-2 clear questions, 1-2 theoretical and 4-5 general research
questions. Make a listing of these questions.
Be creative, discuss among yourself and with others, isolate key concepts, technical; terms,
synonyms, etc.
TIP: Be careful keywords and subjects are not the same. Subjects are the main focus of
a work and keywords a significant words used to define a content. You will need
keywords to do your search for materials in online tools.
Use introductory resources like books to define and understand your subject. Identify
technical terms, key concepts and authors. Keep a list of keywords

The words and phrases showed below in bold are the main concepts in our example
research question. They become the words and phrases you type into the search boxes of
the information source you choose.
Methods to avoid biological contamination of Moon samples?
Once you have established these useful concepts, list their synonyms, including variant
spellings, variant endings (plural, singular, etc.). You don't necessarily need to include all of
these elements when you search if, for example, you are not interested in a comparison,
then leave it out.
Think about spellings and terminology, e.g. behavior (UK) and behavior (US).
Try both singulars and plurals. Some databases don’t automatically look for single and
plural versions of a word.
Combine terms with AND, OR and NOT.
Also think about the parameters or boundaries of your project. What are you not going
to consider or include? Think about them before you start your search and be transparent
about any information you decide to exclude.
Think about how you will document your search and record what you do as you go along.
1.3 Select the appropriate search tool

1.4 Do some other things as well
You will do design work and draft a first plan although your plan will change throughout
the project, you must start somewhere. You can always re-focus your question later if you
find too little or too much information on your topic.
You will need a main folder for business matter (keep track of the emails you’ve send…)

A to-do list, and a master log of what you have done.
You will need a bibliography folder for the bibliography itself and also not to repeat the
same searches you have already done. The bibliography is the list end the end of your
project in which you will list the material you have used. It will also be used by the person
who will read your project to see the material you have used.
You will need a folder for reading notes and one to store material (articles in pdf for
example). This is also particularly useful when working in a team and you have to share
materials and knowledge among yourself.
All these activities have a dynamic relationship and you will see that research questions will
be coming onto your list and going off your list with an alarming rapidity!

2. The research process -- Mid-phase
So now you’ve collected quite a few materials, have gathered a few terms and subjects to
look at and have started a draft plan for your project.
In this phase, you actually will have to READ these
materials. This is called brute force as opposed to
scanning and reading. You cannot do serious research by
scanning and browsing, this does not work for a master
thesis! By real reading I mean reading a whole text by
spending a minute or two on each page, fully
concentrated on the text. Your knowledge about the subject increases.
You will also need to take notes as new questions or keywords may arise. This is important
to become familiar with new terms.
By reading you may find that some sources are incomplete, that they need to be
augmented by other sources in different places, that you need material to approach your
questions differently.
Now you will use academic or research articles, proceeding papers, reports and
analyses done by institutes and specialists. Using such material will help you to gain
knowledge and increase the value of your project. You cannot afford to rely on news
and Wikipedia anymore. Now you have to work as scholars do and use peer-reviewed
material. Do also remember that this will give credit to your outcome.
You are familiar with the material you have found? Then do some mini-analyses: this can
range from a description of a business project done on the same topic, to an analysis with
data’s or a compilation of important facts… You will later use these mini-analyses for the
writing of your paper.

This brings us to the last phase which is redirection. Bibliography gives you a more detailed
sense of what research has been done, filling will have forced you to decide on basic
categories of your plan and the result of your mini-analyses may have challenged your initial
questions.
In summary the mid-phase involves all activities of library research in parallel. For a
substantial paper, it is going to take a minimum of 8 weeks, for other assignments, it make
take less.

3. The research process -- End phase
Here you spend most of your time writing. You will assemble whole series of
mini-analyses you have done previously. You will finalize your bibliography.
But it is also inevitable that there will remain gaps even as you finish writing. You
may feel frustrated and suspect your paper is not as good as it should be. There
will always be gaps in what you know. Every paper is an interim report.
What matters is quality. It matters that your sources be the best that
you can find, that your bibliography contains the best writing on a topic,
that your reading is creative and serious.

4. Understand Basic Search Techniques

5. Analyze your strategy and results
Once you have an initial set of search results, have a look at the material you have found.
This will give you an overview of what you’ve found so far, helping you identify what kind of
information is out there, and whether you’re finding the right kind of material.
TIP: You will definitely want to record the full reference of everything you find.
Literature searching is a cycle and for a typical project you will need to go through the
process of evaluating and revising several times before you have found the right material.

Finding too much - Sometimes you will find that there is just too much information. This
might be because lots have been written on your main topic or your topic has links with
many other subject areas. Returning to your research question and re-focusing can solve
this problem by giving you a clearer idea of what you really want to find out.
TIP: Using subject headings within library databases is a great way to narrow down your
search. These are labels which summaries the main themes of an article or paper in a few
words. Subject headings may be suggested by the database when you search.

Finding too little - Sometimes you will struggle to find much relevant material. Sometimes
your topic is quite new and not much literature has been published so far. You will need to
think of ways of broadening the scope of your project. In particular, you can think about:
making the project (or just your keywords) more general or searching for comparative or
related information.

Finding materials which are not ‘academic’ enough - You may worry that the
materials you’ve found are not appropriate to your level of study, or your tutor may have
told you that you need to make your work more academic. This just means you need to be
more selective in your use of sources.
Two helpful ways of accessing scholarly material are:
• Limiting your search to the academic (or scholarly or peer-reviewed) journal search options
available on many of the databases, and making sure you are using academic rather than
trade journals.
• Limiting your Internet search to sites which end in .ac or .edu.
You should find:

6. Evaluation of findings
Reading research articles is different from other types of reading. You must develop a
good understanding of the research literature to be able to write a competent literature
review. Understanding the literature requires you to read, re-read and assimilate
complex ideas.
After you have an idea of the main ideas in each article, identify the precise methods
used and the theories tested. When you are comparing the work of a number of
researchers some of whom have a different take on the problems of the research
question, you will need to have an in-depth understanding of their work. A close reading
may reveal differences in theoretical outlook.
How do different authors cite the same work? One author may explain the method
of an
earlier study, describe its results in great detail and cite it repeatedly while another may
give it only a passing reference.
Allow enough time
Before you can write about your research project you must have evaluated the existing
literature properly so do allow yourself sufficient time to do this.

7. Use Interlibrary Loan
The Inter-Library Loan service (ILL) is available to all members of the
university, to request material from other libraries that is not held by ISU
Library. Before making a request it is important that you have checked the University
Library catalogue to ensure that the material you are requesting is not held by the
University Library.
Then send your request by email to muriel.riester[at]isu.isunet.edu and include as
much detail as possible (author, article title, source, issue number, volume, publication
year, ISSN or ISBN).
Indicate where you did find the reference of the document needed.

8. Citation and bibliography
During the course of writing an essay, report or other assignment it is usual to support
arguments by referring to, or citing, information produced by other authors. This
information could be presented in journal or newspaper articles, government reports, books
or specific chapters of books, research dissertations or theses, material over the internet etc.
When you cite someone’s work in the text of your essay (an in-text citation), you also
need to create a full reference for it at the end of your work. This gives the full details for
the information source so that it can be traced by anyone who reads your work (Guide to
Harvard style of referencing, Anglia Ruskin University).

In-text citation

References (or bibliography)

Why do I need to provide references in my work?




To show anyone who reads your work that you understand the topic and can
demonstrate your own thoughts on this.
To demonstrate that you have read widely and deeply.
To enable the reader to locate where you obtained each quote or idea.



By providing a reference to the original source you are acknowledging that you have
read the work and recognize the original author(s) ideas (Guide to Harvard style of
referencing, Anglia Ruskin University).

How do you cite documents in your work?
At ISU, we use the Anglia Ruskin Harvard style. You can find a very comprehensive and
clear guide at Anglia Ruskin University or use our 1 page Quick guide to Anglia Ruskin
Harvard Referencing.

Reference management softwares
You don’t need to use a “reference management software”, but if you find yourself
struggling to format a bibliography, you will likely benefit from using a reference manager.
Reference management softwares are software designed for scholars and authors that they
can then use to organize, sort, and reference when writing. They can typically be “plugged
in” directly to web browsers. By inserting code associated with a given reference, such
softwares will automatically create bibliographies formatted to a journal or style manual’s
specific requirements.




Zotero
Mendeley

Choosing a citation manager (PennState University Libraries)
How to choose a citation manager (The University of Chicago Library)

9. Avoid plagiarism
Failing to reference appropriately could result in your assessors thinking you are guilty of
plagiarism. Plagiarism is presenting someone else’s work or ideas as your own,
with or without their consent, by incorporating it into your work without full
acknowledgement.
It applies equally to published text and data drawn from books and journals, and to
unpublished text and data, whether from lectures, theses or other students’ essays. You
must also attribute text, data, or other resources downloaded from websites.
At first it may seem very difficult to develop your own views, and you will probably find
yourself paraphrasing the writings of others as you attempt to understand and assimilate
their arguments. However, it is important that you learn to develop your own voice. You are
not necessarily expected to become an original thinker, but you are expected to be an
independent one - by learning to assess critically the work of others, weigh up differing
arguments and draw your own conclusions (University of Oxford).

Conclusion/Recommendations
Discuss what you have learned from reviewing the literature so far and where the research
led. After reading your review, your reader should be convinced that your proposed research
project will play a necessary role in furthering knowledge in your field.

